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Her name is Lori Foroozandeh, and this is her true story.Lori
lived her young years as a victim of abuse. As she grew older
she fell into a classic pattern of self-destructiveness. But by
the time she was twenty-seven, she was doing her utmost to
create a sane life. Mohammad Foroozandeh seemed like a
man she could trust, a man who would care for her and
respect her. Though she knew he engaged in drug use, she
ignored the warning signs and married him. Two years later,
he asked her to move to Iran, promising that she could
pursue her career, assuring her that the country was quite
modern. For four years, Lori adjusted as best she could to the
oppressive customs of the land, but as her husband grew
more demanding of her, he also became more violent.After
the World Trade Center bombings, Mohammad told her they
must leave Iran. He purchased bus tickets that he said would
take them out of the country and eventually to America. But
before they could escape, armed guards attacked and
kidnapped her. Lori was blindfolded and taken to a
paramilitary POW camp somewhere in the hills. Then the
nightmare began??. six weeks of horrific beatings, raping,
torture, and starvation.
Sixteen-year-old Robyn Knollys-Green struggles to keep faith
in her father, the British Prime Minister, while being held
hostage by a group of extremist that includes an attractive,
kind young man called Talon.
Her mother’s illness left Kizzy Dean alone and surrounded by
bills and vicious moneylenders. Being swept away to the sunbaked Greek Isle of Rhodes may sound like the makings of a
fantasy, but for the desperate and penniless Kizzy, it’s
anything but. The brooding billionaire who now owns the
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restaurant she works and lives in is demolishing her only
source of income and the only security she has left. She has
no real choice but to go wherever he commands and agree to
whatever arrangement he proposes. Greek billionaire
Andreas Lazarides is intrigued and mesmerized by the
spirited and yet guileless Kizzy. Guilt and sorrow have been
his only companions since his sister’s death, but Kizzy stirs
up something inside him. He’s unaccustomed to the word
“no” and unwilling to reveal his closely guarded heart, so he
makes her an offer—a position as his very personal assistant.
As desperate as Kizzy is, she won’t be any man’s mistress.
But it’s only a matter of time before she’s forced to decide
whether she wants to strangle or ravage her infuriatingly
tempting boss.
Girl, Edna O’Brien’s hotly anticipated new novel, envisages
the lives of the Boko Haram girls in a masterpiece of violence
and tenderness. I was a girl once, but not anymore. So
begins Girl, Edna O’Brien’s harrowing portrayal of the young
women abducted by Boko Haram. Set in the deep
countryside of northeast Nigeria, this is a brutal story of
incarceration, horror, and hunger; a hair-raising escape into
the manifold terrors of the forest; and a descent into the
labyrinthine bureaucracy and hostility awaiting a victim who
returns home with a child blighted by enemy blood. From one
of the century's greatest living authors, Girl is an
unforgettable story of one victim’s astonishing survival, and
her unflinching faith in the redemption of the human heart.
Brian Keenan went to Beirut in 1985 for a change of scene
from his native Belfast. He became headline news when he
was kidnapped by fundamentalist Shi'ite militiamen and held
in the suburbs of Beirut for the next four and a half years. For
much of that time he was shut off from all news and contact
with anyone other than his jailers and, later, his fellow
hostages, amongst them John McCarthy.
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Known for her powerful female protagonists who refuse to
back down in the face of evil, New York Times bestselling
author Linda Davies somehow found herself in a situation that
could have been ripped from the pages of one of her thrillers.
In 2005, Linda was living happily with her family in Dubai.
Ever the adventurer, she was on the maiden voyage of her
new catamaran alongside her husband when the boat's
captain unknowingly sailed into sharply contested waters in
the Strait of Hormuz, off the coast of Iran. Soon the trio were
surrounded by gun boats and boarded by armed Iranian
marines. Over the next two weeks Linda was held hostage by
one of the most feared regimes in the world, with no reason
to expect anything but the worst. The story of her
imprisonment and harrowing escape, which she has worked
so hard in the past to forget, is told in candid and shocking
detail. Crackling with tension, it is also laced through with
black humor and insight. Iran is perhaps the most hated and
the least understood country in modern society and Linda's
account gives a rare, illuminating glimpse into the realities of
the oppressive regime.
One Hostage Bride Kinley Kohl agrees to marry wealthy Greg
Jansen to save her family. Her wedding day should be the
happiest of her life…except that she doesn’t love him. And
she can’t help but wonder if she’s making a mistake. Even
so, she refuses to let her loved ones down. Then moments
before her nuptials, she’s kidnapped—and her whole life
changes. Three Determined Mercenaries Dominic Anthony
has waited years to avenge his sister’s murder. He knows
Greg Jansen is dirty, but he needs a witness to help prove his
case. Jansen’s new bride is the perfect hostage. Kinley Kohl
will tell him everything…or else. But his two business partners
aren’t so sure. Law and Riley Anders worry that Kinley isn’t
as guilty as she seems. And Law suspects she might be the
one woman who can handle them all. From Target to
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Treasure In the wilds of Alaska, the three men try to pry
Kinley open, only to discover she’s both stronger and more
innocent than they imagined. Her sweet beauty melts their
suspicion and steals their hearts. Together, they awaken her
passion and brand her as their own. When danger strikes, the
men realize they must save Kinley or lose the love of their
lives forever.
From USA Today Bestselling Author May McGoldrick, a tale
of pride and passion that spans the Atlantic... CAPTURED
DREAMS Book Two of the SCOTTISH DREAM TRILOGY
THE CAPTAIN By day, Pierce Pennington is one of Boston's
most respected and successful merchants. By night, he
becomes the infamous Captain MacHeath, smuggling arms
by sea under the pall of darkness in the name of liberty...
THE CAPTIVE Portia Edwards will go to any length to find the
family she's never known. All her life, she thought herself to
be an orphan. Then she finds that her mother is not only
alive, but here in Boston and being held captive by Portia's
own grandfather. She will need more than a little help spiriting
her mother away to England... THE CAPRICE But asking for
help is something Portia has never found easy. So even
when she steals into her grandfather's masquerade ball and
meets with the perfect opportunity to ask the dashing
Pennington for help, stubborn pride stands in her way.
Pennington would like nothing better than to forget about this
proud young woman, yet he finds he cannot stop thinking of
the night he met her in a garden... A PENNINGTON FAMILY
SERIES NOVEL

The Enforcer's Oath: Protect the club at all costs.
Jackal made an enemy out of Penni when he
kidnapped her years ago. He let her go, never
imagining she would take a piece of his soul with
her. Now protecting Penni against a former brother
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will force him to place the club against her once
again. She may be the Hostage, but he's the one
held captive by the lust she refuses to admit binds
them together. She thinks The Last Riders and
another man will be all the protection she needs to
end the tug of war between them. However, he's
never lost a battle, especially against a tiny blonde
with an attitude, begging him to teach her that her
place is under him. To end the battle, he's going to
have to reclaim the piece of soul she stole from him
or claim a part of her soul as prisoner. When a
predator takes you hostage, you're his forever.
The powerful account of the remarkable peace
activist kidnapped while leading a peace delegation
and held for ransom by Iraqi insurgents until his
paradoxical release by a crack unit of special forces
commandos. In November 2005, James Loney and
three other men — Canadian Harmeet Singh Sooden,
British citizen Norman Kember and American Tom
Fox — were taken hostage at gunpoint. The men
were with Christian Peacemaker Teams (CPT), an
organization that places teams trained in non-violent
intervention into lethal conflict zones. The then
unknown Swords of Righteousness Brigade released
videos of the men, resulting in what is likely the most
publicized kidnapping of the Iraq War. Tom Fox was
murdered and dumped on a Baghdad street. The
surviving men were held for 118 days before being
rescued by Task Force Black, an elite counterPage 5/25
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kidnap unit led by the British SAS.Captivity is the
story of what Jim described upon his return to
Toronto and reunion with his partner Dan Hunt as "a
terrifying, profound, transformative and
excruciatingly boring experience." It presents an
affecting portrait of how Jim came to be a pacifist
and chronicles his work in Iraq before the
kidnapping. It brings the reader immediately into the
terror and banality, the frictions, the moral dilemmas
of their captivity, their search to find their captors'
humanity, and the imperative need to conceal Jim's
sexual identity. It examines the paradoxes we face
when our most cherished principles are tested in
extraordinary circumstances and explores the
universal truths contained in every captivity
experience. At its heart, the book is a hope-filled
plea for peace, human solidarity and forgiveness.
From James Loney: Why I Wrote This Book I often
wondered, during those excruciating days of
handcuffs and chains, fear and boredom without
end, would I ever get to tell anyone about the
strange and bizarre things that happened during our
captivity? Being transported in the trunk of a car.
Sleeping with my left and right hands handcuffed to
the person beside me. Explaining to the captors how
to use “men's gel.” Picking open our handcuffs after
watching a Hollywood movie. It is a paradox. I went
to Iraq as a pacifi st on a mission of peace and was
kidnapped, threatened with death and held hostage
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with three other men until we were rescued in a
military operation. It is an extraordinary privilege to
be able to tell the story of this paradox, to explain
why I remain committed to the principles of
nonviolence despite the fact a member of our group
was murdered and our freedom was secured by
armed force. The crucible of captivity was a kind of
school in which I was able to see the innermost
workings of the universe, how we are all connected,
how our liberation is inextricably tied together. I want
to share this story in the hope of contributing to the
emergence of a world without war, the single
greatest challenge of the 21st century. Everything
depends on this, for without peace nothing else is
possible. From the Hardcover edition.
An award-winning journalist’s extraordinary account
of being kidnapped and tortured in Syria by al Qaeda
for two years—a revelatory memoir about war, human
nature, and endurance that’s “the best of the genre,
profound, poetic, and sorrowful” (The Atlantic). In
2012, American journalist Theo Padnos, fluent in
Arabic, Russian, German, and French, traveled to a
Turkish border town to write and report on the Syrian
civil war. One afternoon in October, while walking
through an olive grove, he met three young
Syrians—who turned out to be al Qaeda
operatives—and they captured him and kept him
prisoner for nearly two years. On his first day, in the
first of many prisons, Padnos was given a
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blindfold—a grime-stained scrap of fabric—that was his
only possession throughout his horrific ordeal. Now,
Padnos recounts his time in captivity in Syria, where
he was frequently tortured at the hands of the al
Qaeda affiliate, Jebhat al Nusra. We learn not only
about Padnos’s harrowing experience, but we also
get a firsthand account of life in a Syrian village, the
nature of Islamic prisons, how captors interrogate
someone suspected of being CIA, the ways that
Islamic fighters shift identities and drift back and
forth through the veil of Western civilization, and
much more. No other journalist has lived among
terrorists for as long as Theo has—and survived. As a
resident of thirteen separate prisons in every part of
rebel-occupied Syria, Theo witnessed a society adrift
amid a steady stream of bombings, executions,
torture, prayer, fasting, and exhibitions, all staged by
the terrorists. Living within this tide of violence
changed not only his personal identity but also
profoundly altered his understanding of how to live.
Offering fascinating, unprecedented insight into the
state of Syria today, Blindfold is “a triumph of the
human spirit” (The New York Times Book
Review)—combining the emotional power of a
captive’s memoir with a journalist’s account of a
culture and a nation in conflict that is as urgent and
important as ever.
Captain Rina Blackstone is the most notorious
female pirate to ever plunder the Seven Seas and
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the fiercest captain to ever sail the Atlantic. But one
thing she has never been able to handle well is
change. When one merchant ship raid takes a wrong
turn and results in her capture, Rina has to escape
before all the control she's worked so hard to obtain
falters.Xavier Bennet was commissioned seven
years ago to find the Duke of Rothsford's long lost
daughter. Those seven years have past without a
trace of the woman except for the one letter he
believes will lead him to her.When Xavier's ship, the
Jessica, finally crosses paths with the Rina, it's all he
can do to hope that somehow, someway, he'll be
able to find Lady Catherina and return her to her
parents. Except the pirate captain he finds certainly
surpasses his expectations and brings the one thing
he cannot afford: trouble.Lies. That's all that spews
from Xavier Bennet's lips. Lies. And Rina is
determined not to listen, not to believe. Only to
wiggle her way out of his clutches before all the
pieces come together and reveal exactly what she
doesn't want... the truth.
A man obsessed. A girl abducted. The darkest love
story ever told... Kidnapped. Taken to a private
island. I never thought this could happen to me. I
never imagined one chance meeting on the eve of
my eighteenth birthday could change my life so
completely. Now I belong to him. To Julian. To a
man who is as ruthless as he is beautiful—a man
whose touch makes me burn. A man whose
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tenderness I find more devastating than his cruelty.
My captor is an enigma. I don’t know who he is or
why he took me. There is a darkness inside him—a
darkness that scares me even as it draws me in. My
name is Nora Leston, and this is my story. If you like
your romance dark, addictive, and scandalously hot,
you don't want to miss this NEW YORK TIMES
BESTSELLING series!
A raw and powerful memoir of Jaycee Lee Dugard's
own story of being kidnapped as an 11-year-old and
held captive for over 18 years On 10 June 1991,
eleven-year-old Jaycee Dugard was abducted from a
school bus stop within sight of her home in Tahoe,
California. It was the last her family and friends saw
of her for over eighteen years. On 26 August 2009,
Dugard, her daughters, and Phillip Craig Garrido
appeared in the office of her kidnapper's parole
officer in California. Their unusual behaviour sparked
an investigation that led to the positive identification
of Jaycee Lee Dugard, living in a tent behind
Garrido's home. During her time in captivity, at the
age of fourteen and seventeen, she gave birth to two
daughters, both fathered by Garrido. Dugard's
memoir is written by the 30-year-old herself and
covers the period from the time of her abduction in
1991 up until the present. In her stark, utterly honest
and unflinching narrative, Jaycee opens up about
what she experienced, including how she feels now,
a year after being found. Garrido and his wife Nancy
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have since pleaded guilty to their crimes.
*As heard on NPR’s All Things Considered* “Utterly
original.” —The New York Times Book Review
“Mixing bold journalism with bolder allegories, Mr.
Szab?owski teaches us with witty persistence that
we must desire freedom rather than simply expect
it.” —Timothy Snyder, New York Times bestselling
author of On Tyranny and The Road to Unfreedom
An incisive, humorous, and heartbreaking account of
people in formerly Communist countries holding fast
to their former lives, by the acclaimed author of How
to Feed a Dictator For hundreds of years, Bulgarian
Gypsies trained bears to dance, welcoming them
into their families and taking them on the road to
perform. In the early 2000s, with the fall of
Communism, they were forced to release the bears
into a wildlife refuge. But even today, whenever the
bears see a human, they still get up on their hind
legs to dance. In the tradition of Ryszard
Kapu?ci?ski, award-winning Polish journalist Witold
Szab?owski uncovers remarkable stories of people
throughout Eastern Europe and in Cuba who, like
Bulgaria’s dancing bears, are now free but who
seem nostalgic for the time when they were not. His
on-the-ground reporting—of smuggling a car into
Ukraine, hitchhiking through Kosovo as it declares
independence, arguing with Stalin-adoring tour
guides at the Stalin Museum, sleeping in London’s
Victoria Station alongside a homeless woman from
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Poland, and giving taxi rides to Cubans fearing for
the life of Fidel Castro—provides a fascinating portrait
of social and economic upheaval and a lesson in the
challenges of freedom and the seductions of
authoritarian rule. From the Introduction: “Guys with
wacky hair who promise a great deal have been
springing up in our part of the world like mushrooms
after rain. And people go running after them, like
bears after their keepers. . . . Fear of a changing
world, and longing for someone . . . who will promise
that life will be the same as it was in the past, are not
confined to Regime-Change Land. In half the West,
empty promises are made, wrapped in shiny paper
like candy. And for this candy, people are happy to
get up on their hind legs and dance.”
Kidnapped at the age of 11 from his home in Benin,
Africa, Olaudah Equiano spent the next 11 years as
a slave in England, the U.S., and the West Indies,
until he was able to buy his freedom. His
autobiography, published in 1789, was a bestseller
in its own time. Cameron has modernized and
shortened it while remaining true to the spirit of the
original. It's a gripping story of adventure, betrayal,
cruelty, and courage. In searing scenes, Equiano
describes the savagery of his capture, the appalling
conditions on the slave ship, the auction, and the
forced labor. . . . Kids will read this young man's
story on their own; it will also enrich curriculum units
on history and on writing.
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On New Year's Day in 1870, ten-year-old Adolph Korn
was kidnapped by an Apache raiding party. Traded to
Comaches, he thrived in the rough, nomadic existence,
quickly becoming one of the tribe's fiercest warriors.
Forcibly returned to his parents after three years, Korn
never adjusted to life in white society. He spent his last
years in a cave, all but forgotten by his family. That is,
until Scott Zesch stumbled over his own great-greatgreat uncle's grave. Determined to understand how such
a "good boy" could have become Indianized so
completely, Zesch travels across the west, digging
through archives, speaking with Comanche elders, and
tracking eight other child captives from the region with
hauntingly similar experiences. With a historians rigor
and a novelists eye, Zesch's The Captured paints a vivid
portrait of life on the Texas frontier, offering a rare
account of captivity. "A carefully written, well-researched
contribution to Western history -- and to a promising new
genre: the anthropology of the stolen." - Kirkus Reviews
Recounts the kidnapping of Salt Lake City teenager
Elizabeth Smart, including details about her captivity,
how she gained her freedom, and information about the
police investigation.
I never knew when he¿d come to me. Only that he
would.
The adventures of sixteen-year-old David Balfour, an
orphan, who after being kidnapped by his villainous
uncle manages to escape and becomes involved in the
struggle of the Scottish highlanders against English rule.
My blood is their salvation... and my ruin. ?For years, the
monsters who killed my family have held me in a cage.
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Brutalized and half-starved. Only kept alive so they can
steal my blood. Until one evening when four eerily
gorgeous men break me out of my prison. They give me
a soft bed and delicious food. They say they'll protect mebut their generosity may come at a price. My rescuers
are monsters like my captors: fae who shift into wolves.
A curse gripping the faerie realm turns them wild under
the full moon. Only my blood can cure their rage. These
fearsome men need me, and not just to lift the curse. A
tragedy left them outcasts, and offering me to their rulers
could win them back the home and the power they lost.
No matter how kindly they treat me, no matter how their
smoldering eyes and strong hands stir unfamiliar desires
in both my body and my heart, their castle is just another
prison. As long as I'm a prize more than a person, my life
will never be my own. I've survived this long without
giving up. I won't roll over now. But how can one
damaged human girl hold her own against the savage
fae? *Captive of Wolves is the first in a new paranormal
romance saga featuring possessive wolf shifters, fraught
fae politics, and a wounded heroine coming into her own.
Grab it now and get swept away in the fantasy!*
#1 NATIONAL BESTSELLER * INSTANT NEW YORK
TIMES BESTSELLER “T. J. Newman has written the
perfect thriller! A must-read.” —Gillian Flynn “Stunning
and relentless. This is Jaws at 35,000 feet.” —Don
Winslow “Falling is the best kind of thriller…Nonstop,
totally authentic suspense.” —James Patterson
“Amazing...Intense suspense, shocks, and
scares...Chilling.” —Lee Child You just boarded a flight to
New York. There are one hundred and forty-three other
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passengers onboard. What you don’t know is that thirty
minutes before the flight your pilot’s family was
kidnapped. For his family to live, everyone on your plane
must die. The only way the family will survive is if the
pilot follows his orders and crashes the plane. Enjoy the
flight.
What happens after you click Tweet? The heart-stopping
definitive account of the mission to rescue hundreds of
Nigerian schoolgirls whose abduction ignited a global
social media campaign and a dramatic worldwide
intervention. In the spring of 2014, millions of Twitter
users, including some of the world’s most famous
people, unwittingly helped turn a group of 276 schoolgirls
abducted by a little-known Islamist sect into a central
prize in the global War on Terror by retweeting a call for
their release: #BringBackOurGirls. With just four words,
their tweets launched an army of would-be liberators.
Soldiers and drones, spies, mercenaries, and glory
hunters descended into an obscure conflict that few
understood, in a remote part of Nigeria that had barely
begun to use the internet. When hostage talks and
military intervention failed, the schoolgirls were forced to
take survival into their own hands. As their days in
captivity dragged into years, the young women learned
to withstand hunger, disease, and torment, and became
witnesses and victims of unspeakable brutality. Many of
the girls were Christians who refused to take the one
path offered them—converting to their captors'
fundamentalist creed. In secret, they sang hymns, and
kept a diary, relying on their faith and friendships to stay
alive. Bring Back Our Girls unfolds across four
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continents, from the remote forests of northern Nigeria to
the White House; from clandestine meetings in Khartoum
safe houses to century-old luxury hotels on picturesque
lakes in the Swiss Alps. A twenty-first century story that
plumbs the promise and peril of an era whose politics are
fueled by the power of hashtag advocacy, this urgent
and engrossing work of investigative journalism reveals
the unpredictable interconnectedness of our butterflywings world, where a few days of online activism can
bring years of offline consequences for people continents
away.
The #1 New York Times bestselling author continues her
evocative Westmoreland Dynasty Saga with this
romance following two defiant hearts clashing over a
furious battle of wills in the glorious age of chivalry.
Abducted from her convent school, headstrong Scottish
beauty Jennifer Merrick does not easily surrender to
Royce Westmoreland, Duke of Claymore. Known as
“The Wolf,” his very name strikes terror in the hearts of
his enemies. But proud Jennifer will have nothing to do
with the fierce English warrior who holds her captive, this
handsome rogue who taunts her with his blazing
arrogance. Boldly she challenges his will—until the night
he takes her in his powerful embrace, awakening in her
an irresistible hunger. And suddenly Jennifer finds
herself ensnared in a bewildering web…a seductive,
dangerous trap of pride, passion, loyalty, and
overwhelming love.

After the War Between the States, a Confederate
officer longs to heal the heart of a beautiful
woman—but first he’ll have to right the wrongs that
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were done to her. Major Ethan Kelly has never been
able to absolve himself of the guilt he feels for
raiding a woman’s home shortly before he was
taken prisoner during the Civil War. He is struggling
to get through each day until he once again crosses
paths with Lizbeth Barclay—the very woman he is
trying to forget. Life after the war is not much
different for former Captain Devin Monroe until he
meets Julianne VanFleet. He knows she is the
woman he’s been waiting for, but he struggles to
come to terms with the sacrifices she made to
survive the war. When Ethan and Devin discover
that their former colonel, Adam Bushnell, is
responsible for both Lizbeth’s and Julianne’s pain,
they call on their former fellow soldiers to hunt him
down. As the men band together to earn the trust of
the women they love, Lizbeth and Julianne seek the
justice they deserve in a country longing to heal.
Will a virgin captive surrender to this pirate’s sinful
touch? Nathaniel Bainbridge is used to hiding,
whether it’s concealing his struggles with reading or
his forbidden desire for men. Under the thumb of his
controlling father, the governor of Primrose Isle, he’s
sailing to the fledging colony, where he’ll surrender
to a respectable marriage for his family’s financial
gain. Then pirates strike and he’s kidnapped for
ransom by the Sea Hawk, a legendary villain of the
New World. Bitter and jaded, Hawk harbors futile
dreams of leaving the sea for a quiet life, but men
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like him don’t deserve peace. He has a score to
settle with Nathaniel’s father—the very man whose
treachery forced him into piracy—and he’s sure
Nathaniel is just as contemptible. Yet as days pass
in close quarters, Nathaniel’s feisty spirit and
alluring innocence beguile and bewitch. Although
Hawk knows he must keep his distance, the desire
to teach Nathaniel the pleasure men can share
grows uncontrollable. It’s not as though Hawk would
ever feel anything for him besides lust… Nathaniel
realizes the fearsome Sea Hawk’s reputation is
largely invented, and he sees the lonely man
beneath the myth, willingly surrendering to his captor
body and soul. As a pirate’s prisoner, he is finally
free to be his true self. The crew has been promised
the ransom Nathaniel will bring, yet as danger
mounts and the time nears to give him up, Hawk’s
biggest battle could be with his own heart. This MayDecember gay romance from Keira Andrews
features classic tropes including: a tough alpha
pirate too afraid to love, a plucky virgin captive half
his age, enemies to lovers, first-time sexual
discovery, and of course a happy ending.
Taken from her beloved family and woods, Aria’s
biggest fear isn’t death... it’s becoming a blood
slave for a member of the vampire race. No matter
her fate, she must keep her identity hidden from the
monsters imprisoning her. She’s already branded a
member of the rebellion, but the vampires can never
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learn the truth of her involvement. Hoping for death,
Aria’s world turns upside down when Braith steps
forward to claim her. The powerful vampire delays
her execution, but it’s only a matter of time before
he destroys her. Aria’s determination to hate Braith
only increases when she learns he’s a member of
the royal family responsible for reducing humans to
nothing more than servants and slaves. However,
his strange kindness and unexpected gentleness
slowly make her realize he’s more than just a
monster. Torn between her loyalties to the rebellion,
and a growing love for her greatest enemy, Aria
must decide between everything she’s ever known
and a love she never dreamed of finding. The
Captive Series is mature YA/New Adult. This book
contains some language, violence, and sexual
situations. Recommended for ages sixteen and up.
Recommended reading order for the completed
Captive Series. Captured (Book 1) Renegade (Book
2) Refugee (Book 3) Salvation (Book 4) Redemption
(Book 5) Broken (The Captive Series Prequel)
Vengeance (Book 6) Unbound (Book 7) Keywords:
Teen romance strong heroine action adventure
contemporary fantasy fiction urban fantasy young
adult romance book folklore romance suspenseful
teen romance new adult dystopian love story
supernatural love story action adventure new adult
dystopian strong male lead fantasy coming of age
strong male lead supernatural suspense enemies to
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lovers young adult romance book strong heroine
vampire fantasy character with special needs
vampire romance alpha male dystopian love story
fantasy coming of age mythical creatures folklore
fiction hate to love romance.
Recounts the kidnapping of bank vice president
Michelle Renee and her young daughter who were
taped with explosives and given orders to rob
Michelle's own bank or be killed, but the authorities
suspected Michelle as orchestrating the crime.
In this path-breaking book Linda Colley reappraises
the rise of the biggest empire in global history.
Excavating the lives of some of the multitudes of
Britons held captive in the lands their own rulers
sought to conquer, Colley also offers an intimate
understanding of the peoples and cultures of the
Mediterranean, North America, India, and
Afghanistan. Here are harrowing, sometimes
poignant stories by soldiers and sailors and their
womenfolk, by traders and con men and by white as
well as black slaves. By exploring these forgotten
captives – and their captors – Colley reveals how
Britain’s emerging empire was often tentative and
subject to profound insecurities and limitations. She
evokes how British empire was experienced by the
mass of poor whites who created it. She shows how
imperial racism coexisted with cross-cultural
collaborations, and how the gulf between
Protestantism and Islam, which some have viewed
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as central to this empire, was often smaller than
expected. Brilliantly written and richly illustrated,
Captives is an invitation to think again about a piece
of history too often viewed in the same old way. It is
also a powerful contribution to current debates about
the meanings, persistence, and drawbacks of
empire.
BOOK ONE OF THE DARK DUET: Caleb is a man
with a singular interest in revenge. Kidnapped as a
young boy and sold into slavery by a power-hungry
mobster, he has thought of nothing but vengeance.
For twelve years he has immersed himself in the
world of pleasure slaves searching for the one man
he holds ultimately responsible. Finally, the architect
of his suffering has emerged with a new identity, but
not a new nature. If Caleb is to get close enough to
strike, he must become the very thing he abhors and
kidnap a beautiful girl to train her to be all that he
once was. Eighteen-year-old Olivia Ruiz has just
woken up in a strange place. Blindfolded and bound,
there is only a calm male voice to welcome her. His
name is Caleb, though he demands to be called
Master. Olivia is young, beautiful, naïve and willful to
a fault. She has a dark sensuality that cannot be
hidden or denied, though she tries to accomplish
both. Although she is frightened by the strong,
sadistic, and arrogant man who holds her prisoner,
what keeps Olivia awake in the dark is her
unwelcome attraction to him. WARNING: This book
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contains very disturbing situations, dubious consent,
strong language, and graphic violence.
After an almost fatal car crash, novelist Paul Sheldon
finds himself being nursed by a deranged fan who
holds him captive.
After being abducted when she was ten and abused
for five years by her kidnapper, Ray, Alice's only
hope of freedom is in death, but her only way to
achieve such an escape is to help Ray find the next
girl for his collection.
Bestselling author Laurie Faria Stolarz’s thrilling novel
Jane Anonymous is a revelatory confessional of a
seventeen-year-old girl’s fight to escape a
kidnapper—and her struggles to connect with loved ones
and a life that no longer exists. Seven months. That’s
how long I was kept captive. Locked in a room with a
bed, refrigerator, and adjoining bathroom, I was
instructed to eat, bathe, and behave. I received meals,
laundered clothes, and toiletries through a cat door,
never knowing if it was day or night. The last time I saw
the face of my abductor was when he dragged me
fighting from the trunk of his car. And when I finally
escaped, I prayed I’d never see him again. Now that I’m
home, my parents and friends want everything to be like
it was before I left. But they don’t understand that dining
out and shopping trips can’t heal what’s broken inside
me. I barely leave my bedroom. Therapists are clueless
and condescending. So I start my own form of
therapy—but writing about my experience awakens
uncomfortable memories, ones that should’ve stayed
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buried. How far will I have to go to uncover the truth of
what happened—and will it break me forever?
Kidnapped as a teenage girl, Ma has been locked inside
a purpose built room in her captor's garden for seven
years. Her five year old son, Jack, has no concept of the
world outside and happily exists inside Room with the
help of Ma's games and his vivid imagination where
objects like Rug, Lamp and TV are his only friends. But
for Ma the time has come to escape and face their
biggest challenge to date: the world outside Room.
While on summer vacation in Greece with her best
friend, Chloe is kidnapped and held for ransom while her
family and friends wait for word of her safety.
A full length STANDALONE book.She's his captive. He's
her captor.Their relationship is a volatile push and pull.
He plays the villain, and she plays the victim; each play
their roles to a tee. One buries the past to forget, the
other fights to remind the other how they began.She is
desperate to escape.He is desperate to keep her.One
thing is clear: Only one will be left standing at the end
Captured by terrorists, kept in solitary confinement,
guarded by men with AK47s and little respect for life.
Could you survive it? Bundaberg photojournalist Nigel
Brennan travels to Somalia with Canadian reporter
Amanda Lindhout. They are abducted by a criminal
gang, that puts a price of US$3 million on their heads. If
it's not paid, they will be killed. And the Australian
government does not pay ransoms. After more than a
year of stalled negotiations, Nigel's family takes matters
into their own hands. They go against government
advice, scarifying their livelihoods, their houses and
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personal lives to bring the hostages home. Meanwhile,
the kidnappers are losing patience. Brutalised, shackled,
not knowing when or how the situation will end, Nigel
faces the fight of his life. This is a story about what it
takes to survive, and how far a family will go for freedom,
whatever the price.
Mistaken for her sister, Diona Brown had been tricked
into visiting the island home of the Billionaire Nikias
Dranias, who planned on keeping her there as his
prisoner to stop his brother from marrying the woman he
believed to be no more than a gold digger. However
passion had quickly flared between the two, and now
Diona had found that she has to escape to not only save
her sister but also herself from the enigmatic and
distrustful Greek.
A USA Today bestseller He'll never be free... Captured
and tortured by the French, Christian Severn, Duke of
Mercia, survives by vowing to take revenge on his
tormentors. Before the duke can pursue his version of
justice, Gillian, Countess of Greendale, reminds him that
his small daughter has suffered much in his absence,
and needs her papa desperately. Until he surrenders his
heart... Gilly endured her difficult marriage by avoiding
confrontation and keeping peace at any cost. Christian's
devotion to his daughter and his kindness toward Gilly
give her hope that she could enjoy a future with him, for
surely he of all men shares her loathing for violence in
any form. Little does Gilly know, the battle for Christian's
heart is only beginning. Captive Hearts series: The
Captive (Book 1) The Traitor (Book 2) The Laird (Book 3)
USA TODAY Bestselling Author Stolen by the enemy… In
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thrall to his touch! Mercian princess Aelfwynn’s hardearned escape from a tumultuous life at court to a
nunnery is thwarted when she’s kidnapped by rugged
Viking Thorbrand from a rival clan. She expects this darkhearted warrior to have wicked intentions, but he’s not
the savage beast she expects. There’s something about
him that calls to her and soon it’s the shockingly
addictive pleasure she finds with her captor that’s the
biggest danger of all… From Harlequin Historical: Your
romantic escape to the past.
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